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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome to the fourth in a series of webinars the Workers Health & Safety Centre is hosting on worker health and safety issues related to COVID-19. I am Roger Silva, a construction training specialist with the WHSC —  Ontario’s only designated health and safety training centre, successfully operating now for more than 30 years. We have been working hard to answer your COVID-19 questions individually and through information posted to our website. Today we are looking to expand our reach further still — all in an effort to help safeguard essential workers who continue to work outside their homes during these challenging and unprecedented times.  So let’s get started. 



Overview
This presentation provides information to help you 
consider the following:
 Hazards of working in construction during COVID-19
 Health and safety laws that apply to COVID-19 in 

construction
 Information, instruction and training 
 Elements of  a COVID-19 control plan
 Emergency procedures and reporting.
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During this pandemic, in construction consider,HazardsH&S laws Info, instruction and training needsa control planemergency procedures and reporting.



Transmission
 COVID-19 is transmitted 

person-to-person
 Infection appears to occur 

when virus enters eyes, nose 
or mouth

 Many infected people do not 
show symptoms, but can 
transmit the virus

 Being close to others (within 2 
metres) is a potential exposure
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The virus is transmitted person-to-person and enters through eyes, nose  or mouth.Asymptomatic people may not show symptoms, but they can still transmit virus.Being too close to others is a potential route of exposure as well. 



Routes of transmission
 Contact

– Touching a contaminated surface, or 
person then touching own eyes, nose, 
mouth

 Inhalation
– Inhaling airborne droplets from another 

person

– Usually a sneeze or cough
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To be specific, the virus is transmitted through physical contact, touching a surface then your face or through inhalation, breathing in droplets from another’s sneeze or cough.



In close proximity
 On scaffolds, elevators, immediate 

work area

 Assisting another worker ( e.g. 
holding something in place, lifting 
and carrying objects)

 Coffee truck, washrooms, eating 
and changing areas

 Muster points, toolbox talks
 Shared vehicles including 

carpooling 
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Being physically close to others heightens the risk of infection. You must maintain physical distancing wherever possible.



Contaminated surfaces
 Equipment

– Forklift, skid steer, mini 
excavator, ladders, scaffolds, 
dollies, heaters, torches

 Devices
– Rigging devices and 

hardware, lifelines, fixed 
anchors, bump lines, fencing, 
barriers, pylons, temporary 
anchors, other fall protection 
devices
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Evidence shows coronaviruses can live on surfaces for hours and even days. Generally the harder the surface the longer the virus lives on it. Potential for contaminated surfaces on construction sites include the following.



Contaminated surfaces
 Tools

– Hand tools, shovels, sledge 
hammers

 Materials
– Wood, rebar, angle iron, silt fence, 

caution fencing, T-bar, stakes

 Personal protective 
equipment (PPE)

– Harnesses, lanyards, rope grabs
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Tools, construction materials and personal protective equipment can be contaminated too. 



What does the law say?
 Occupational Health and Safety Act 

– Employers and supervisors must take every 
precaution reasonable in the circumstances for the 
protection of a worker

 The Regulation for Construction Projects
– Clean and sanitary washroom facilities
– Facilities with hand washing capabilities
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The law says …. the employer must take every precaution reasonable in the circumstances to protect worker health and safety. Ontario’s Regulation for Construction Projects clearly stipulate employers/contractors must make available sanitary washrooms and hand washing capabilities.



MOL CPO COVID-19 guidance
 Construction site health & safety during COVID-19

– Comply with the Occupational Health and Safety Act and 
regulations and public health directives issued by the Chief 
Medical Officer of Health

– COVID-19 construction best practices, communicating 
policies, on site sanitation, physical distancing, work 
scheduling, reporting illness

 Health and Safety Contact Centre at
1-877-202-0008
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This guideline is not a legal document, but may help guide employer compliance and enforcement by Ministry of Labour inspectors. The full Ministry of Labour document can be found here: https://www.ontario.ca/page/construction-site-health-and-safety-during-covid-19



COVID-19 control plan
 The most effective controls  are “at the source” 

– Many sites have been shut down during covid-19 pandemic

 When controls at the source are not possible next 
best, but less effective method is “along the path”
– Less effective because these controls don’t eliminate the hazard

 The least effective method is most usually “at the 
worker,” but sometimes necessary 
– Emergencies, temporary or used to supplement another control 

– (With COVID-19, “at the worker” hygiene absolutely necessary)
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Don’t go to work if you are feeling sick, have a fever, cough or shortness of breath. Wherever possible, avoid contact with sick people.Construction industry employers should develop a comprehensive COVID-19 exposure control plan, which includes control measures, symptom checking, social distancing, hygiene and decontamination procedures, reporting and training.



Along the path

 Reduce # of workers on site 
or in specific areas:
– Cease non-essential work
– Stagger/shorten shifts and 

lunch/breaks
– Stagger work crew 

assignments.
Especially important for smaller 
sites and areas.
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Employers/contractors should implement measures to teduce numbers of people on the worksite or in specific work areas (i.e., cease non-essential work; stagger/ shorten work hours; stagger lunch/break times, stagger work crew assignments). All especially on smaller sites and in smaller areas such as elevators, stairwells and site trailers.



Along the path

 Social distance 2 metres or more
 Work from behind barriers

– In closed operator cabs

– Behind safety glass barriers

 Don’t share tools, equipment, materials
– Assign a set of tools for each worker whenever possible

– One operator for each piece of equipment

– Only one person handles materials when possible
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Also consider these measures. 



Along the path
 Clean and disinfect shared 

tools, equipment, materials
– Need to both clean and 

disinfect to kill virus on 
surface 

– Do after use – before 
switching operators 

– Sanitize equipment at least 
twice a day when only one 
operator
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When the sharing of tool and equipment can’t be avoided, cleaning and disinfecting is essential. Don’t forget about phones, plus interiors and door handles of machines or construction vehicles.



At the worker
 Avoid touching your 

face, especially your 
eyes, nose and 
mouth, and 
especially before 
cleaning your hands. 

 Not always easy!
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Avoid touching your face, especially, eyes, nose and mouth and especially before cleaning hands. Not easy we know. 



At the worker
 Hand hygiene

– Provide time for hand hygiene 
several times a day

– Practice hand hygiene immediately 
after removing gloves

– Wash hands with soap to remove 
virus from skin

– Rinse hands with running water to 
rinse virus off skin

– OR use hand sanitizer with at least 
60% alcohol
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Consequently, it cannot be stressed enough proper and frequent hand hygiene is essential. Employers/contractors must provide adequate time for this task. Soap and running water must be also provided whenever possible on all job sites. Provide alcohol-based hand sanitizers with greater than 60% ethanol or 70% isopropanol as a backup, only if providing running water is impossible. Employers must disclose reasons why running water is not possible to workers. Workers must be allowed the time to leave their workstations to wash their hands before and after going to the bathroom, before eating, and after coughing, sneezing, or blowing their nose. Workers should avoid shaking hands. 



At the worker
 Bring food and water bottles 

from home to the job site and 
do not share.

 Drive to worksites or parking 
areas by yourself

 Avoid carpooling 
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Good recommendations to follow. Bring you own meals and water. Do not share and store away from potentially contaminated areas. Also avoid carpooling to work sites. 



At the worker
 Safeguards for gloves to 

protect against other work 
hazards should consider 
whenever possible:

– Safe storage when gloves not in 
use (i.e. plastic bag)

– Daily cleaning 
– Instruction for proper removal
– Hand washing or sanitizing 

before putting on and taking of 
gloves.

NOTE: Rubber nitrile gloves are 
not recommended by public health 
authorities for work outside health 
care. Only use as a last resort. 16Construction during COVID-19
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Construction workers already routinely wear reuseable gloves to protect against other hazardous workplace exposures . For these whenever possible it is advisable for you to: Store gloves in a safe space when not in use for the work tasks. Clean them daily (Check with the supplier for care instructions, but most gloves, even leather gloves, can at least be cleaned with soap and water and hung to dry. If gloves are not dry in time for your next shift, consider having a second pair on hand.) Workers should also have ready access to posted instructions for proper glove removal. Before putting on and taking off any gloves sanitize, or better yet, wash your hands. When it comes to disposable (rubber nitrile glove) the Public Health Agency of Canada recommends single-use, medical grade gloves for health care workers who will be in direct contact with with suspected, presumed or confirmed COVID-19 patients. Public health authorities do not recommend these gloves in other settings. The World Health Organization (WHO) states categorically, “Regularly washing your bare hands [or sanitizing them when no soap and water is available] offers more protection against catching COVID-19 than wearing rubber [nitrile] gloves.” Gloves can create a false sense of security, and may help spread the virus. This can happen if workers unintentionally touch something or someone contaminated with the virus with their gloved hand and then touch their face or surfaces others are using with their gloves. If you do not have access to soap and water or sanitizer then nitrile gloves may be in order. In these very limited situations you will need: an adequate supply of single-use nitrile gloves, and to remove and safely dispose of them with every new interaction.  Also consider, wearing nitrile gloves under your other work gloves will reduce your dexterity. See WHSC fact sheet  Gloves at work Safeguards for workers confronting COVID-19



At the worker
Use masks/respirators ONLY if 
physical distancing not possible
 N95 respirator

– Standard requires fitted and high-
filtering masks

 Surgical masks
– Blocks your droplets, will block 

some droplets from others, but is 
not high-filtering or fitted

 Aside from N95s
– Your mask protects your co-worker, 

your co-worker’s mask protects you
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Where social (physical) distancing can be maintained masks/respirators are not recommended or necessary. However, where physical distancing cannot be maintained then they become an important measure of last resort. Workers working near or with others in close quarters, such as confined space work, should wear a NIOSH-approved respirator certified as N95 or higher implemented under a full respiratory protection program. Source: CPWR (Centre for Construction Research and Training) Guidance on COVID-19 27 March 2020 https://www.cpwr.com/sites/default/files/CPWR_Guidance_on_COVID.pdfSee slide #17 on safe use of masks   Time spent in enclosed areas should be reduced as much as possible. Source: https://www.lhsfna.org/LHSFNA/assets/File/Recommended%20COVID-19%20Response%20Plan%20Construction%20for%20Web(2).pdfAlso see WHSC doc on respiratory and eye protection:  https://www.whsc.on.ca/Files/Resources/COVID-19-Resources/WHSC_Pandemic_Respiratory-and-Eye-Protection-at-Work-Safeguards-for-workers.aspx Great care should be taken with selection and use. 



Info, instruction and training 
 COVID-19 control plan needs to be backed up 

with information, instruction and training
 COVID-19 training for all workers and supervisors

– On all new COVID-19 procedures – distancing, cleaning and 
disinfecting and PPE

– On making and using disinfectants – workers need WHMIS 
training and access to SDSs
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Info, instruction and training 
 Toolbox talks (while 

maintaining safe distance)
– Daily reminders of COVID-19 safety 

procedures

– Checking for signs of infection

– Dealing with the public e.g. 
pedestrian traffic, traffic control, 
home owners, property managers

– Working with outside workers e.g. 
engineers, inspectors, security, 
emergency services
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Non-COVID-19 emergencies
 If an emergency situation 

arises – accident, fire, 
explosion or structure collapse

– Rescue or responding workers must 
wear PPE

– Other workers – avoid gathering, if 
you must, observe safe distancing

– If an evacuation is required –
maintain safe distance leaving the 
site and at muster point
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COVID-19 emergency procedures 
If a worker gets sick, they must leave the site immediately. 
For confirmed cases of COVID-19:
 Upon learning, close site using emergency evacuation 

while maintaining safe distancing
 Ensure other workers at the site are tested

– Workers with positive tests must isolate
– Must not be financially penalized for protecting 

others
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Reporting measures
 Establish clear illness reporting and tracking 

measures.
 Employers must report all known work-related 

positive test results for COVID-19 to the Ministry 
of Labour (in writing) within four days, the 
joint health and safety representatives, and 
trade union (if applicable).
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Reporting occupational illness is an employer duty under s 52(2) of the Occupational Health and Safety Act. Where an employer has been advised by a worker or someone on their behalf (a worker or union rep for instance) that the worker has an occupational illness or has filed a claim with WSIB.The MOL recommends, because symptoms are so similar, that any worker who has any symptoms related to cold, flu or COVID-19 should be sent home.Note: Construction employers do not have to report a positive COVID-19 test to public health. In health care settings illness outbreak must be monitored and reported to the Public Health Unit as required by the Health Protection and Promotion Act. Outbreaks in long-term care homes must be reported to the Ministry of Health and Long Term Care.



WHSC worker rights resources
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For more information about worker health and safety rights: Be sure to visit our web landing page dedicated specifically to worker and their rights. https://www.whsc.on.ca/Resources/For-WorkersOur Frequently Asked Questions section is also a good source of information about worker rights and employer responsibilities you can find it at https://www.whsc.on.ca/FAQ
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Thank you! To learn more…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you all for joining us today, I hope you found this information useful and that it serves to assist in protecting construction workers still working during this difficult time. If you can fill out this short survey and submit it, this would be most appreciated. I will take questions, but for more information be sure to visit our COVID-19 Resources page. There you will find a number of related documents including our fact sheet for CONSTRUCTION WORKERS CONFRONTING COVID-19 »
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